Christina Zarifopol-Illias
Associate Professor
Elementary Romanian
Fall 2010
Office hours: TR 12:10-1:00PM and by appt.
Office phone: 855-3739
E-mail address: cilioaia@indiana.edu

SYLLABUS

Aug. 30  Introduction (presentation of Romania’s geography, history and current state of affairs). Class organization.

Sept. 1  Presentation of Romanian language. Short history of Romanian language. Romanian Alphabet. Romanian Sounds and Stress.

Sept. 6  Phonetic Drills.
         Lesson 1. Vocabulary and Grammar.

Sept. 8  Lesson 1 continued. More phonetic drills.


Sept. 15 Lesson 2 continued. Drills and exercises.

         Conversation.

Sept. 22 Lesson 3 continued. Grammar review and reinforcement.
         Conversation.

         Conversation.

         Conversation.

         Conversation.

         Conversation.

         Conversation.

Oct. 18  General Review.

Oct. 20  Mid-term examination.

Oct. 25  Tests returned.
         Lesson 7. Vocabulary and Grammar.

         Conversation.

Nov. 1   Lesson 8. Vocabulary and Grammar.
         Conversation.

Nov. 3   Lesson 8 continued. Grammar. Drills and exercises.
         Conversation.

         Conversation.

Nov. 10  Lesson 9 continued. Grammar. Drills and exercises.
         Conversation.

Nov. 15  Supplementary Readings.
         Conversation.

Nov. 17  Lesson 10. Vocabulary and Grammar.


Thanksgiving Break

Nov. 29  Supplementary Readings.
         Conversation.

Dec. 1   Supplementary Readings.

Dec. 6   Final Review.

Dec. 8   Final Review continued.

Final examination
Materials for the course:
Irina Panovf, *Romanian-English / English Romanian Dictionary*